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Safety Management System
(SMS)

Florida law (339.177 F.S.)  requires that the Department of
Transportation have a Safety Management System (SMS)
as one of it's tools to provide information that is needed to
make informed decisions regarding the proper allocation of
transportation resources.

SMS is broadly defined as the integration of the vehicle, the driver and the roadway
elements into a comprehensive approach to solving highway safety problems.

The goal is to reduce the number and severity of traffic crashes by ensuring that all
opportunities to improve safety are identified, considered, implemented when and
where appropriate, and evaluated.

The SMS motto has become:
Working Together for a Safer Florida!



SMS Coverage

!  Address highway safety on all public roads.

!  Through the concept of Community Traffic Safety Teams
local city, county jurisdictions have become active in the SMS process,
 and  are focusing on solving highway safety problems at the local level.

!  Florida is seen as a national leader in utilizing the Community Traffic
     Safety Program concept with the development of over 40 Teams, which
     have formed their own Coalition

!   Dade County, one of Florida’s largest metropolitan population areas, is
     working to form smaller CTSTs within community or city regions instead
     of the larger county-wide model.

!  All of the "top 20" counties with the highest incidence of traffic crashes
     in Florida have at least one CTST active in their area.



The Challenge
The SMS process has enhanced opportunities to improve
safety on Florida’s highways. It is clear that to have an
impact on traffic crashes and their severity, all agencies,
organizations and other interested parties must work
together, so we are:

"Working Together for a Safer Florida!"



Potential Benefits

!  Increase awareness of highway safety issues at the local level
     through community  involvement.

!  Provide better decision support tools for policy makers and managers
     to direct scarce resources to solve highway safety problems.

!  Improve working relationships among various disciplines involved in
     highway safety.

!  Improve analytical tools for problem identification.

!  More effective use of resources by combining efforts to develop solutions.

!  Reduced incidence and severity of traffic crashes.



Currently there are nine SMS subcommittees composed of representatives
from various agencies and organizations focus on specific activities to

improve highway safety:

SMS Subcommittees

5. Communication - facilitate interagency communication to prevent overlap or 
                                 duplication of agency/subcommittee efforts.

4. Education - assist with statewide efforts to identify and coordinate public  
                        information and education safety campaigns and activities.

3. Legislation - identify and prioritize key safety concerns needing legislative
                          attention.

2. DUI - develop statewide goals, objectives and strategies intended to reduce the
             incidence of impaired driving, thereby reducing the number of alcohol and
             drug related traffic crashes.

• Traffic Records - improve the quality of and access to various traffic crash 
                                related information.



6. Roadway Safety - improve safety by promoting the best use of road design
                                  standards and good engineering practices.

7. Traffic Safety & Community Policing - adopt a coordinated, pro-active
approach in dealing with high risk drivers and other enforcement related traffic
issues.

Pedestrian/Bike/In-line Skate - develop strategies to reduce the incidence of
pedestrian, bicycle and in-line skating related crashes.

8. Occupant Protection - increase usage of occupant protection equipment
                                          through education and community awareness.

9. Truck Safety - to investigate motor carrier safety concerns and work to
                            improve crash data collections and analysis,  as well as
                            educate the  traveling public about driving around large  trucks.



Florida’s Community Traffic Safety Teams (CTSTs)

!    Locally based groups
!    Committed to solving traffic problems
!    Multi-jurisdictional

" City
" County
" State
" Occasionally federal agencies
" Boundaries are up to the individuals comprising the

team.  Can be city, entire county, portion of county,
multiple counties, or any other jurisdictional
arrangement.



Community Traffic Safety Teams

Multi-disciplinary:

The 4 “E”s that work in highway safety

!   Engineering
!   Enforcement
!   Education / public information
!   Emergency services

One common goal of each Community Traffic Safety
Team is to reduce the number and severity of traffic

crashes within their community.

By working together with interested citizens and other traffic safety advocates within their
communities, the CTSTs help to solve local traffic safety problems related to the driver, the

vehicle and the roadway. 



Florida Community 
Traffic Safety Teams

    =   50   CTST’s  in Florida that
       are  members of the coalition

Each CTST has about 15-20 regular members who represent
their own agency from either an enforcement, engineering,
education or emergency medical services discipline.



Due to the common goals, objectives and interests of the statewide
Community Traffic Safety Teams, the teams decided to form their own

unique Coalition. The  CTST Coalition holds quarterly meetings to share
successes, safety materials and programs and to facilitate technology
transfer among the CTSTs. As a tie to the Florida Safety Management

System, the CTST Coalition Chairman is also an SMS Steering
Committee Representative.

With the combined statewide resources of over 800 volunteers working
together as a united front on comprehensive traffic safety issues, the CTST
Coalition has helped to put names with faces, opened up new avenues of

communication throughout the State, and has fostered a feeling of
cooperation that did not exist prior to the Coalition's establishment.



Greatest accomplishment of the
Community Traffic Safety Team Coalition:

• The continued growth and attendance at Coalition meetings is
        indicative  of the importance the CTSTs give to traffic safety in

Florida, and the trust they place in the Coalition to speak for those
volunteers who are actively working toward safer communities.

• It is this broad-based partnership of CTST members across the State
        that has made the CTST Coalition such a valuable representative on 
        Florida's Safety Management System Steering Committee. 

• Sharing of Ideas and materials to a statewide audience through the
individual Community Traffic Safety Teams in  Florida.

• Ability to bring together such a diverse group of local community
safety partners to facilitate the sharing of  safety programs.



What sets this CTST Coalition apart from other
highway safety programs?

1.     Each individual  member is a  VOLUNTEER, which sets this group
apart from many other safety programs which have hired staffs and 
specific safety program duties.

2.     Each member of the Coalition's volunteer force is also involved in 
their local Community Traffic Safety Team and has their own separate
"job" to do.

3.    The support these volunteers receive from their individual employers to
pay for their time and travel in order for them to participate in the 

Coalition meetings, training and safety events, is another unique factor that sets
this program apart from other safety programs.



        4.     The persistence and innovation brought to the Coalition by these 
volunteers has been a key to the Coalition's success.

5.      The growth and longevity of the Coalition is also a testament to the initial
goal of sharing ideas and bringing the various CTSTs together, toward a
common goal of educating people about traffic safety to reduce crashes,
injuries and deaths on Florida's roadways.

• Although Florida faces many traffic safety challenges, as both our population
        and number of licensed drivers grow, the Coalition members remain optimistic,

continuing to provide direction to the individual CTSTs, and a strong network of
volunteers to deliver traffic safety programs to Florida's citizens and visitors.



The CTST Coalition unanimously voted to hold special safety events and to
support enforcement blitzes with individual Teams participating in many of
the following activities.

     Buckle Up Florida! campaign to increase safety belt usage rates.



   Buckle Up Hotline 1-800-699-SAFE to
report children riding unsecured in a
motor vehicle – a public education effort
providing safety material to vehicle
owners, which is a component of the

 Florida Child Passenger Safety
Program;



 Offering the 4-day National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
Child Restraint Device training and
certification courses for CTST
members.

   Work closely with the Florida County Tax Collectors
to develop a mutual traffic safety educational effort
called the $2 Difference to collect a special $2
contribution for the purchase child safety seats
within local counties.



School Bus Safety enforcement blitzes on an annual basis

to stress the importance of drivers not passing stopped

 school buses.



     Participation in the "Safe Ways to School" program through the University of Florida, with 10
schools from CTST counties being selected for school safety assessments, pedestrian and
bicycle safety training and project improvements.

     

  School educational activities, safety fairs and bicycle rodeos.



  Endorsement of and assistance in dissemination
of the Winner's Do IT! traffic safety campaign
materials and messages.   Contact Winners at: 
winners@ce.ufl.edu

PSA Messages from NASCAR's
Top Drivers
- Mark Martin   (1387 KB)
- Darrell Waltrip   (1621 KB)
- Dale Jarrett   (1405 KB)
- Jeff Gordon   (1540 KB)
- Ernie Irvan   (1423 KB)



     Use of the new Federal Highway "Moving Safely Across America" CD-Rom to educate
drivers on traffic safety issues and engineering safety concerns along our roadways.  Click
here for an article on Alachua CTSTs program using the "Moving Safely" CD-Rom.

Obtain Governor's Proclamation and
statewide CTST participation in the week-long
STOP! Red Light Running enforcement
blitzes.



Past endorsement of and
participation in the
Booze It & Lose It  DUI
campaign and “The
Designated Driver”
campaign.



Endorsement of the NO ZONE truck safety demonstrations by obtaining a
Governor's Proclamation for International Highway Traffic Safety Week.  To
obtain more information about the Florida DOT's NO ZONE truck, which is
available for demonstration purposes, click here.

Jim Gregg  from the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration;  Newest
administration office in the Federal
Department of Transportation.  Talks to
the State of Florida Community Traffic
Safety Team Coalition  regarding  the
“NO ZONE” program and truck safety.



 Mock DUI crashes - Education to students about the effects of DUI; photos of mock DUI
events by Seminole and Osceola County CTST



Railroad Safety Awareness - campaigns to educate drivers about rail-highway grade
crossing safety, including cooperative efforts with the Operation Lifesaver program.



Motorcycle Safety - Bike Week in Daytona - public education for
motorcyclists.

Locations of course providers
are marked with a yellow star





• For more Information contact: Sgt. Walter C. Wobig
Kissimmee Police Department
8 Nth Stewart Avenue
Kissimmee, FL.  34741

Phone: (407) 847-0176 ext. 3227
FAX:    (407) 847-0460


